
Going for 5+ shooting days!
Shooting days will likely only be on weekends only, and will vary from
Saturday to Sunday.

Day 1, Scene 1:
Location:

- Maverick’s home
- Address: 50 West Edith Avenue

- There is parking practically everywhere
Required Actors

- Maverick
- Clint(?)

Time
- Preferably in the morning, 10:00 AM
- Predicted time four hour shoot from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM

Extra notes
- Could very possibly shoot other parts of scenes that have only Maverick

alone at home

Day 2, Scene 2:
Location

- Maverick’s work office
- Address: 48430 Lakeview blvd, Fremont

Required Actors
- Maverick
- Aurora
- John
- Clint(?)
- Extras to fill the office cubicles

Time
- Anytime in the day, preferably earlier at 10:00 AM again. 2:00 latest time.
- Predicted time five hour shoot from 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM.

Extra notes
- This scene will likely take the longest, may need more than one day



- Please make sure you’re there since it will take precious time!

Day 3, Scene 3 + Scene 4:
Location

- Amici’s Pizza
- Address: 790 Castro St. Mountain View

- Parking lot may or may not be very full
Required Actors

- Maverick
- Clint(?)

Time
- Late in the day, enough time to film primary scenes until it gets dark, then

filming evening scenes
- 3:30 should give us enough leeway time
- Predicted time four hours total from 3:30 to 7:30

Extra notes
- These scenes are both shorter and chronologically the timing would work

well. Film till dark at Amici’s, then head back and film at the apartment.
- However, since we are filming from afternoon to night and are transporting

to different locations, it will head a little into dinnertime.

Day 4, Scene 5
Location

- Maverick’s work office, TBD
Required Actors

- Maverick
- Aurora
- John
- Clint(?)
- Extras to fill the office cubicles

- More important extra who has a couple lines of dialogue(coworker 1)
- MUST be there for day 5

Time
- Anytime in the day, preferably earlier at 10:00 AM again. 2:00 latest time.



- Predicted time three hour shoot from 10:00 AM to 1:00 PM.
Extra notes

- Very similar to shooting day 2, and can finish up parts that we may not have
finished that day

Day 5, Scene 6
Location

- Eureka!
- Address: 191 Castro St. Mountain View, CA

Required Actors
- Maverick
- Aurora
- John
- Coworker 1 from scene 4
- Other extras to make it seem like a party is going on

Time
- Later in the day, evening - night shoot(preferably evening at around 5:00pm)
- Predicted time three hour shoot from 5:00 PM to 8:00 PM.

Extra notes
- Eureka! Is downtown mountain view, just like Amici’s. This means we could

film some retakes, or start shooting scene 5 shots on day 3.

We may need one or two more shooting days to film reshoots/shots we missed.
This is still TBD and we will let actors know one week in advance.

Completed scenes
● Scenes 4 and 10
● Second half of scene 2
● First half of scene 3


